I3 controls pronation/supination of powered wrists and direct pattern recognition command of multifunction grips for i-Limb Quantum* or VINCENTevolution3. (*with serial numbers M9618 or newer)

PART 1: PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS

I-LIMB QUANTUM*
Ensure hand settings are the factory defaults.

VINCENTEVOLUTION3
Ensure hand settings are the factory defaults

PART 2: SOFTWARE SETTINGS

WRISTS

OTTOBOCK ELECTRIC WRIST ROTATOR (NO MYOROTRONIC)
No settings required

MOTION CONTROL STANDARD WRIST ROTATOR (NO PROCONTROL)
No settings required

HANDS

I-LIMB QUANTUM*
Ensure hand settings are the factory defaults.
For proper operation of Gesture Control via Coapt, ensure ‘CC’ is selected as the i-mo trigger in the i-Limb app

VINCENTEVOLUTION3
Ensure hand settings are the factory defaults